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CLAIM

Pre-trial dispute settlement 
Immortalis LLC sacha@humanitad.org

I would like to introduce myself. My name is Alexei Pavlovich, a lawyer from Moscow, acting on 
behalf of my Russian clients, a team of Russian scientists, creators of 5G protection USB, 
REZOTONE.

Mahara Trade LTD & Immortalis LLC received a copy of our letter dated October 15, 2019 
regarding the conduct of actions aimed at illegally promoting USB Rezotone, which they called 
5Gbioshield, including through their website https://5gbioshield.com/home/.

Since they do not have an agreement and permission to promote the Russian USB REZOTONE, as 
well as a valid contract in place with the Russian scientists, it is not permissible to continue to 
advertise US6 Rezotone. The demands of Russian scientists on the cessation of illegal actions to 
advertise and promote USB Rezotone were not satisfied.

The patent, as well as the USB Rezotone trademark, is protected by Russian and international 
law, all necessary documents are available. The patent, as well as the trademark, are registered 
at ZAO LEKIS (copies of certificates are attached).

Despite this, Mahara Trade LTD & Immortalis LLC have used the name our client's product 
REZOTONE name bioshield, is plagiarized in violation of Art. 1484 of the Civil Code of the Russian 
Federation and the provisions of the Convention "On the Protection of Industrial Property" of 
March 20,1883, which in turn is prosecuted by law, using the Russian idea and excellent reviews, 
as well as accumulated links that contributed to creating a good image.

Moreover, they use completely different USB content (holographic catalyst technology), working 
on a different principle, promoted under the same name bioshield, and we are deeply concerned 
that the new USB (holographic catalyst technology) will not have the same effect with respect to 
5G that absolutely cannot protect people's health from 5G and will damage the reputation of my 
client, who owns a patent and licensed with the approval of the Russian government for 
Rezotone, which will create confusion for all customers, as well as will affect the profit from 
production.

With reference to https://5gbioshield.com/product/3x-5g-bioshield-usb/ there is a copying 
of another product USB content (holographic catalyst technology) with USB REZOTONE.

For example, new type of USB, with another technology, (holographic catalyst technology) will be 
available first time only 26th of December, 2019 but it is noted that 2 Reviews already exist.

There appears to be reference to the testimonials from our product USB REZOTONE.

"Shar" on October 25th and "Carolline" on 6th of December:

Carolline: Hello, I ordered that first model of the key and it's working very well.

First model was our USB Rezotone, but new clients will not have a clue, they will be sure that 
this is the same product, but only looks little different. Please see attach.

To avoid confusion and violation of our trademark rights, we prohibit Sacha Stone, his team and 
business partners of Mahara Trade LTD & Immortalis LLC from using the words, made by Russian 
scientists: bioshield, anti- 5G stick, USB stick, 5G Rezotone, 5Gbioshield, 5G protection device,
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5Gbioshield USB key and not provide a link for members of Connecting Consciousness to a site 
called: https://5gbioshield.com/home/ as well as videos, television and radio shows, in any 
media, TV shows on YouTube, articles, interviews, public speeches and on the specified website 
https: / /5gbioshield.com/home/.

We also prohibit the use of 2 pictures with the " bubble screen ", on the network and on the
5Gbioshield.com website on the Russian innovative Rezotone USB, which has the ability to 
produce a screen to protect and harmonize the home, family, when it is connected to the 
charger, and when USB was turned off, the radius of the screen is reduced to a person's own 
magnetic field, due to the possibility of the device's own antennas.

The site 5Gbioshiled presents a completely different product that has nothing to do with the 
Russian manufacturer, works on other principles and has other capabilities. In doing so, 2 photos 
of our Rezotone USB on your website are still being used, https://5gbioshield.com

We demand to remove it immediately. This technology belongs to USB RESOTONE and should 
always be on;.5Grezotoneshield.com

We also demand to remove the name of the website https://5gbioshield.com/home/ in the 
next 48 hours from the Internet.

We demand that you post a notice on your new website stating you no longer represent the 
Russian team of scientists and the anti-5G REZOTONE USB product, which was named earlier on 
your website: bioshield, 5gbioshield protection key, https://5gbioshield.com/home/ and stop 
using our positive image of the Russian USB rezotone to promote another product.

In case you do not follow our recommendations, we will have to contact the media in London 
and Russia, including print media, with the police in London and the Russian Federation with a 
statement about fraud and intoxicating citizens, after conducting a test purchase and sending 
your device for examination. In addition, in the courts of London and the Russian Federation, you 
will be charged with misrepresentation, slander, damage to business and human health. The 
situation will also be covered on the Internet, which we would not want, since this will affect the 
image and reputation of our potential partner, the procedure for terminating your organization 
will be initiated.

We will also not be neutral if, after such good positive feedback from you in recent months, you 
will begin to blame our products for poor quality or lack of proper competence among 
representatives of the Russian scientific team.

According to article 1484 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation (hereinafter referred to as 
the Code), the person in whose name the trademark is registered (copyright holder) has the 
exclusive right to use the trademark in accordance with article 1229 of the Code in any way that 
does not contradict the law (exclusive right to a trademark).

In accordance with paragraph 2 of Article 1484 of the Code, the exclusive right to a trademark 
may be exercised to individualize the goods, work or services in respect of which the trademark 
is registered, in particular by placing it on goods, including on labels, packaging of goods that are 
produced, offered for sale, sold, displayed at exhibitions and fairs or otherwise entered into 
civilian circulation on the territory of the Russian Federation, or stored or transported for this 
purpose, or brought into the territory thorium Russian Federation; when performing work, 
rendering services; on documentation related to the introduction of goods into civil circulation; 
in proposals for the sale of goods, on the performance of work, on the provision of services, as 
well as in announcements, on signs and in advertising; on the Internet, including domain name 
and other addressing methods.
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No one has the right to use, without the permission of the copyright holder, similar to his 
trademark designations in relation to goods for the individualization of which a trademark is 
registered, or similar goods, if as a result of such use there is a possibility of confusion (paragraph 
3 of Article 1484 of the Code).

In accordance with paragraph 1 of Art. 1270 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, the 
author of the work or other right holder owns the exclusive right to use the work in accordance 
with article 1229 of this Code in any form and by any means that do not contradict the law 
(exclusive right to the work), including by the methods specified in clause 2 of this article. The 
copyright holder may dispose of the exclusive right to the work.

In accordance with paragraph 2 of Art. 1270 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation using the 
work regardless of whether the relevant actions are carried out for profit or without such 
purpose, it is considered, in particular: distribution of the work by sale or other alienation of its 
original or copies; public display of the work, that is, any demonstration of the original or a copy 
of the work directly or on the screen using film, transparencies, television frames or other 
technical means; import of the original or copies of the work for distribution; translation or other 
processing of the work. Moreover, the processing of a work means the creation of a derivative 
work; bringing the work to the public in such a way that any person can get access to the work 
from any place and at any time of his own choice (bringing to the public).

Thus, Russian scientists have legal rights regarding the use of exclusive copyright in graphic 
design works, and also legal rights in respect of the above combined trademarks, including in the 
provision of services in respect of which the above trademarks are registered, in offers for the 
sale of goods, the provision of services on the Internet, etc.

Application: Trademark certificate; Change to trademark certificate.

Yours faithfully,


